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NOT
FOR
ALL
TO
KNOW:
TRANSLATING THE POSSIBILITIES AND MYSTERIES OF MIRACLE INHABITATION
[ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SPRING 2018]
BY: KARA HANNIBAL

The project speculates on the
spiritual narrative as a site and a
composer of architectural possibilities. Luke 5: 35-43 describes a
young child’s miraculous transition from death to life. The narrative encapsulates indiscriminating elements of the human condition. The descriptive Greek
language, emotional conditions,
and thematic elements of love
and healing suggest architectural
outcomes.
Not For All to Know, seeks to
investigate components of the
narrative’s emotion and language
through representational devices
and
processes.
Discoveries
found in the process are articulated and translated through the
architectural language of pathway, threshold and communal
space.
The vision of the newly formed
architecture derived from the
narrative projects towards future
cities and residencies. The original narrative informs a new architectural narrative. The miracle is
inhabited and therefore multipliable.

TRANSLATING THE INACCESIBLE
“35 While he was still speaking, there
came from the ruler's house some who
said, “Your daughter is dead. Why
trouble the Teacher any further?” 36 But
overhearing what they said, Jesus said
to the ruler of the synagogue, “Do not
fear, only believe.” 37 And he allowed no
one to follow him except Peter and
James and John the brother of James.
38 They came to the house of the ruler of
the synagogue, and Jesus saw a commotion, people weeping and wailing
loudly. 39 And when he had entered, he
said to them, “Why are you making a
commotion and weeping? The child is
not dead but sleeping.” 40 And they
laughed at him. But he put them all
outside and took the child's father and
mother and those who were with him and
went in where the child was. 41 Taking
her by the hand he said to her, “Talitha
cumi,” which means, “Little girl, I say to
you, arise.” 42 And immediately the girl
got up and began walking (for she was
twelve years of age), and they were
immediately overcome with amazement.
43 And he strictly charged them that no
one should know this, and told them to
give her something to eat.”

MARK 5:35-43

FRAGMENTATION

Exlpoded Axon Drawings
Exploring the ideas of fragmentation, repititionand sequence

THRESHOLD

Studies investigating the threshold of the
inner sanctum where the healing takes
place.

PATHWAY INVESTIGATION
Mapping the choreography in the narrative

PATHWAY

Investigating the transitions from
communal gathering and private
space.

CHOREOGRAPHY DIAGRAM
Diagram of variances in noise and speed within the miracle narrative.

1. Urgency
2. Desperation
3. Distress
4. Anguish
5. Lament
6. Affliction
7. Devastation
8. Hopelessness
9. Fearfullness
10. Confusion
11. Curiosity
12. Anticipation
13. Expectancy
14. Healing
15. Astonished
16. Disbelief
17. Awe
18. Amazement
19. Wonder
20. Elated
21. Jubilant
22. Triumphal
23. Overjoyed
24. Glee
25. Delight

EMOTION DIAGRAM

Diagram applying emotional experience
to spatial conditions

Painting exploring the personal verses the communal

Collage
Threshold Drawing
Drawing collage that begins describing the combinations of the architectural units of threshold, path and
The drawing
is a compilation of digital,
communal
space.
xerography, and graphite.
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THRESHOLD, PATHWAY AND
COMMUNAL COMBINED
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Final model made of found parts. Models describe possibilities of pathway.
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THRESHOLD
Collage drawing of the
threshold of the healing
space. Materials include
digital media, water color,
graphite embossed paper
and tape.

COMMUNAL SPACE

Model and drawing of the spaces of communal
gathering.
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PATHWAY
MODEL DRAWING
Digital collage of an exploration of the pathway.

